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DECISION AND ORDER

Statement of the Case

The District of Columbia Metio'politaffTdlice Department (*MPD" or "Agencf') filed an
Arbitration Review Request ("Request") in the above-captioned matter. MPD seeks review of an
arbitration award (o'Award") determining that MPD's imptementation of the "A11 Hands On
Deck" ("AHOD") initiative violated the terms of the parties' collective bargaining agreement
(*CBA"). The Fratemal Order of Police,/Metropolitan Police Department Labor Committee
('FOP'or o'[Jnion") opposes MPD's Request. ("Opposition"). MPD's Request and FOP's
Opposition are before the Board for its disposition.

IL Discussion

This case arises out of MPD's efforts to implement AHOD. AHOD is an MPD initiative,
address communitythe stated purpose of which is 'to have positive interaction with citizens,

concerns, provide a physical presence in neighborhoods throughout the city, arrest offenders of

the law, and to reduce crime and the fear of crime." (Award at p. 5 (quoting Union Exhibit  )).
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MPD sought to accomplish these goals by requiring all MPD officers to work three-day
weekends in May, June, July, August, NovembeE and December of 2009. ([gg Award at p. 5).
MPE informed members of the police force ofthe AHOD initiative in a January 7,2009 teletype
sent by the Chief of Police, Cathy L. Lanier. (&e Award at p. 4). MPD officers were not
permitted to schedule days-off on any of the dates listed in the teletlpe, nor could officers
schedule leave on any of these dates unless such leave had been planned prior to January 7,
2009. (Ses Award at p. 4).

On January 23, 2009, FOP Chairman Kristopher Baumann filed a class grievance
alleging that the teletlpe violated Articles 1,4,24, *A +O of the CBA. FOP then demanded
bargaining on the matters set forth in the teletype. Chief Lanier denied FOP's grievance and
found that there was no requirement to bargain over AHOD. On February 24, 2A09, FOP
demanded arbitration in accordance with Article 19, Part E, Section 2 of the parties' CBA. (See
Award at p. 6).

Arbitrator John Truesdale held a hearing on this matter on June 17,2009. (See Award at
6). The arbitrator heard testimony from two witnesses, FOP Chairman Baumann on behalf of the
Union and Assistant Chief Alfred Durham on behalf of MPD. (Ses Award at pgs. 7-16).
Chairman Baumann testified that AHOD was not implemented to respond to a bona fide police
emergcncya hut rather wasapublic relations eanrpaign- $g9 Award at y 7). Ba$manq frther
described the impact AHOD had on police officers' schedules and the reasons why, in his view,

':-ft$@$v-isffi-allepar+i#eB+E-lSs€+iw-Hd.sFTtrs.-?: {aTaftidq-Effij*mir+e-tifiqi+Eal-- - .---. --,:.----
AHOD violated Articles 1,4,24, and49 of the CBA. (S99 Award at pgs. 8-9).

MPD called Assistant Chief Durham to testiff on the Agency's behalf ($ee Award at p.
11). Assistant Chief Durham explained that.AHOD was designed to coincide with predicted
spikes in crime and that a focus of AHOD was to increase the visibility ofthe police force during
those times. 'In Durham's view, Arlicles 1,4,24, and'49.pf.thsd#BA were not violated because
the January 7, 2009, teletlpe announcing AHOD provided more than fourteen days notice and
members of the force could plan their time in advance. Durham further testified that the Mayor
delegated authority to the Chief of Police to determine whether MPD's ability to carry out its
mission would be handicapped if it were unable to change days off for police officers. (Sg9
Award at p. l2).

On cross-examination" Durham testified that there had not been any written statement
issued by the Mayor suggesting that MPD would be "seriously handicapped" in the absence of
AHOD. ($99 Award at p. t3). Durham also expressed his belief that Mayor's Order 2000-83
delegated authority to the Chief of Police to determine whether MPD would be so handicapped.
(See Award at p. 13). After eliciting testimony suggesting that MPD often relied on Mayor's
Order 2000-83 as the delegating authority to make the "seriously handicapped" determination"
FOP introduced Mayor's Order 2008-92, which specifically rescinded the Chief of Police's
authority concerning personnel and rulemaking. (See Award at pgs. 13-14). MPD did not object
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to the introduction ofthis evidence. ($ee Award atp.23). Durham further conceded that neither
the Mayor nor the Police Chief declared an emergency, and Durham could not provide crime
statistics that explained why certain AHOD dates were moved. (See Award at pgs. 14-15).

After Baumann and Durham testified, the arbitrator closed the record, and the parties
submitted their briefs. (Sce Award at p. 23). A month after the record was closed, MPD
requested that the arbitrator reopen the record in order for the arbitrator to consider Mayor's
Order 2009-117, which was signed two days after the record closed on June 17,2009. (S99
Award at p. 23). The arbitrator rejected this request on August 10, 2009. (SCg Award at p.23).

Arbitrator Truesdale adopted the following issues for his consideration:

Whether the AHOD initiative violates the parties' collective
bargaining agreement (*CBA") and the provisions of Articles 1, 4,
24 and 49.

Whether, consistent with Article 4 of the parties' CBA, Chief
Lanier and the MPD violated Article 4 by establishing AHOD
schedules that were not permitted by the applicable laws, rules and
regulations; vi+lat'ing tho Cemprehensive l\4erit
Personnel Act. D.C. Code $ 1-612.01, D.C. Code $l-617.06, and

.-,::::::: ==g6ry{ff8{tr}---:g-sfab{fsfuftrg::-fi{-{Qp-:withosL:+rrepe..-:stahrhiry::crf -,
regulatory authority or valid delegation of power.

Whether Chief Lanier and the Mayor failed to make requisite
findings of a crime emergency or a seriously hardicapping effect,
and establish necessary rules and regulations for making such a

:::,:.::.- determination.' ;::;rsj.; ..-":,lr.r:;r:

Whether the MPD failed to adequately compensate the class for all
time scheduled during the AHOD initiative at the rate of time and
one-hal{ as required for these violations.

Whether any non-union members of the MPD were provided
notice of AHOD restrictions prior to the issuance of teletlpe 01-
033-09.

(Award atp.2).

At arbitration, FOP contended that MPD violated the CBA by implementing AHOD.
FOP asserted that AHOD was a public relations campaign designed to improve the public's
perception of MPD and was neither tailored to address any crime emergency nor constructed to
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address crime patterns. (See Award at p. 16). FOP also contended thatl MPD conceded as
mucb even admitting that AHOD was designed to circumvent the need to declare a crime
emergency. (Sge Award at 16-17). In addition, FOP contended that the Chief of Police did not
have authority to declare that MPD would be "seriously handicapped" if AHOD were not
implementd, s the Mayor's Order, upon which MPD relied as the delegation of authority to
make this declaratiorL had been rescinded. (Sg9 Award atp.l7). Furthermore, FOP argued that
the Chief of Police also made no findings concerning whether MPD would be substantially
handicapped if it were not to implement AHOD. (Seg Award atp.l7).

FOP argued that the teletype announcing the AHOD violated Article 24 of the CBA.
Specifically, FOP asserted that Articte 24 was violated because the teletlpe suspended the
negotiated provision of the parties' CBA without any declaration that the AHOD was based on
an emergency, or increases in crime, or any unanticipated event. (!9g Award at 18). FOP stated
that, although Mayor's Order 99-20 had been rescinded, MPD and FOP still relied on its
processes for determining schedules of police officers. Thus, according to FOP, because AHOD
required offrcers to take non-consecutive days-off in contravention of the parties' practice,
Article 24was violated. (See Award at p. 18).

With regard to Article 49 ofthe CBA, FOP argued that AHOD changed the conditions
ard-tmlsofemployment beeause it direetly interfered with the negotiatd scheduling
FOP's membership. (See Award at p. l8). In FOP's view, MPD was rquired to bargain over

:.::::..,:::::.--th€Ne: .fuUt*4P-p-fAil€fJer$r:S6;<@_:--,: .:-

Article 4 of the parties' CBA requires that management rights are exercised in

accordance with applicable laws, rules, and regulations. FOP contended that the rules and

regulations',in place required that the Mayor make a determination that MBD*rryO,uld,bp_,'seriously
handicapped" if AHOD were not put in place. (See Award at p. 18). In addition" FOP asserted

that a determination b ,.the Chief.of Police would not suffrce because there was no 4u!ho:ity,
delegated to her to make such a determination. Moreover, FOP also noted that the Chief had not

made any such determination. (See Award at pgs. 18-19). FOP contended that, because the

CMPA requires a finding that an agency is substantially handicapped before the agency can

change work schedules, MPD's alteration of officers' schedules, in the absence of any effective

declaration, violates the CMPA. (See Award at p. 19).

Finally, FOP argued that even if Chief Lanier had been delegated authority to make the

"seriously handicapped" determination, MPD and the Mayor did not go through the formal

rulemaking process as set forth in D.C. Code $ 1-612.01(e). Specifically, FOP asserted that

MPD and the Mayor set no new rules in place conceming AHOD that would allow MPD to

change the work schedules of members of the force. (Sge Award at p. 19).
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Accordingly, FOP requested that the arbitrator order MPD to rescind the teletlpe
instituting AHOD, pay officers time and one-half compensation, and pay costs associatd with
the arbitration. (See Award at p. 19).

MPD countered that AHOD reflected the exercise of a legitimate and reserved
management right. (See Award at p. 19). Since the determination of work projects, along with
granting leave, are solely within management's rights, and because AHOD is a continuation of a
project that was implemented in years past, MPD argued there was no change in working
conditions. ($ee Award at p. 19). MPD also noted to the arbitrator that it did not interfere with
any leave approved prior to the telet5pe instituting AHOD, nor did it cancel any pre-approved
leave. Thus, MPD asserted that it did not violate Article 1 of the CBA. (See Award at pgs. 19-
20).

Furthermore, MPD argued that it did not violate Article 24 of the CBA because the
agreement permits MPD to determine police officers' tours of duty. (S€g Award at p. 20). This,
MPD contended, means that it had the bargained-for authority to implement work initiatives such
as AHOD. (See Award at p.20). As for FOP's contention that MPD violated the CMPAv MPD
pointed to a determination by one of the Board's Hearing Examiners that there was no such
violation under this initiative. (See Award at p. 20). In MPD's view, Mayor's Order 2000-83
was still in place, and a written determination that MPD would be "seriously handicapped"
wit*rout AH€D was not-requir€d. ($gg A.;rard at p, 20),

:#iift=regZrd;S.*furyo6:€rd*:?,Sg&991s4pp_ ergued-tftetrif wqr+.{srf€irly+W;ri$d*y- -'--
FOP's introduction ofthe exhibit because FOP did not disclose the existence of this Order at any
point before showing it to Assistant Chief Durharn (Sge Award at p. 20). This, according to
MPD, was contrary to Article 19, Part E, Section 5(2) of the parties' CBA, which prohibits
parties in arbitratiosfrorn,relying on evidence not previously disclosed to the other party.*,@ ,
Award at 20-21). MPD continued that if Mayor's Order 2008-92 is considered, the arbitrator
should have also considered",Mayorlg'.,Order 2009'tt7{signed two days after the hearing was
closed). Order 2009-117 is designed to ensure that the Chief of Police's personnel authority
remained intact. (Seg Award at p. 2I).

MPD contested the other bases for FOP's arguments: that this case does not involve a
question of consecutive days off so Article 24 is not at issue and that Article 49 is not at issue
because it only concerns 'terms and conditions of employment not covered" by the agreement.
(Seg Award at p.2l). MPD concluded that AHOD required scheduling changes, but these were
ordered in accordance with the terms of the CBA. MPD contended that Chief Lanier exercised
her authority properly in determining that that MPD would be "seriously handicapped" without
AHOD. (Sse Award at pgs. 21-22).

Arbitrator Truesdale considered the arguments of MPD and FOP, and, in his Septernber
9,2009 Award, ruled in favor of FOP. At the outset, the arbitrator considered MPD's argument
that it was unfairly surprised by the introduction of Mayor's Order 2008-92. ($99 Award at pgs.
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22-23). The arbitrator concluded that there was no evidence that FOP had previous knowledge

of Order 2008-92 and deliberately withheld it. (Egg Award atp.23). In the arbitrator's view, if

anyone should have known aboui this order, it was MPD. (See Award at p. 23). Moreover, the

arbitrator noted that MPD oould have objected to the introduction of this exhibit at the hearing

but did not. (See Award at p. 23). Furthermore, Arbitrator Truesdale determined that MPD

could have requested time to review the order, but did not MPD only sought to reope'n the
proceedings thirty days after the record was closed. (See Award xp.23).

Concerning the merits of the grievance, the arbitrator focused on whether AHOD violated

Articles l,4,24,and49oftheCBA. ($ggAward atp.23). Thearbitratorlookedtotheterms
of the agleement, applicable statutes, and Mayor's Orders and determined that MPD violated

those articles of the agreement. ($99 Award at pgs. 23-27).

In particular, the arbitrator determined that by implementing AHOD, MPD violated
Article 24 of the CBA. (Sgg Award pgs. 24-25). The arbitrator reviewed Chief Lanier's

testimony in a previous case and stated that D.C. Code $ 1-612.01 requires a five-day worloveek
with two consecutive days off The arbitrator found that neither the Mayor nor Chief Lanier
determined that there was any crime emergency or that MPD would be o'seriously handicapped"
without AHOD. Moreover, the arbitrator found that the Chief did not have the authority to make

the "seriously handicapped' detqn'rinatjon beeause $.er a+rthsrity to do so was'reseinded by

Mayor's Order 2008-9t. GCe Award at p. 25). Since the arbitrator concluded that AHOD

24 was violated Oy VfeO. Additionally, the arbitrator found that the "seriously handicapped"
determination must be in writing, based on his interpretation of D.C. Code $ l-612.01- (S99

Award atp.26).

Arbitrator Truesdale f""ra ,fr", f'6p *"t its burden to show that MPD violated Articles
f +*'*':*' '-"'*i, 4,24, and 49 of the CBA. Arbitrator Truesdale"e.rdered{VtPD*fo iescind the teletlpe ordering

AHOD and comply with Article 24, Section 1 concerning overtime pay and compensatory time,

in accordance with the Fair Labor Standards Act. The arbitrator retained jurisdiction only to

clarifu the remedy, if necessary. (Sg9 Award atp.27).

MPD moved for reconsideration on September 18, 2009, which FOP opposed on

September 23,2009. Arbitrator Truesdale determined that he did not have authority to consider

MPD's motion because his authority ended once his decision was rendered. (Order Denying

Motion for Reconsideration, September 28, 2009).

MPD challenges the Award in its Request on the bases that the arbitrator exceeded his

authority by consideiing Mayor's Order 2008-92 and that the Award is contrary to law and

public policy. (Request at pgs. 4-ll).
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Section 1-605.02(6) of the CMPA provides the Board with the authority to overtum an
arbitrator's award only: (1) *if the arbitrator was withouq or exceeded, his or her jurisdiction";
(2) where "the award on its face is contrary to law and public policy''; or (3) where'\vas
procured by fraud, collusioq or other similar and unlawful means." D.C. Code $ 1-605.02(6)
(2001). The deference the Board gives to arbitration awards is rooted not only in the CMPA5 but
also in the well-established principle that MPD and FOP have granted "the authority to the
arbitrator to interpret the meaning of their contract's 1anguage...." Eastern Associated Coal
Corp.v. UnitedMine Workers of America, Dist. 17,531 U.S. 57,61-62 (2000) (citing United
Steelvwrkers of America v. Enterprise Vlheel & Car Corp.,363 U.S. 593,599 (1960)).

When parties agree to arbitrate disputes under a CBA' the parties are bound by the
arbitrator's interpretation of the contract, and the Board is not authorized to substitute its own
interpretation of the CBA. Llnited Paperworlcers Int'I. Union, AFL-UO v. Misco, Inc.,484U.S.
29,37-38 (1987); District of Columbia Metropolitan Police Dept. v. District of Columbia Public
Employee Relations Board,901 A.2d 784,789 (D.C. 2006) (quoting Am. Postal Workers v. U.S.
Postal Serv.,789 F.zd 1, 6 (D.C. Cir. 1986)). In sun; the Award is subject to "the greatest
deference imaginable." Utility Workers (Jnion of America, Local 246 v. N.L.R.B.,39 F.3d 1210,
1216 (D.C. Ck. 1994).

A. The Arbitrator Did Not Exceed his Authority When I{e Considered Mayorrs
Order 2008-92.

The premise of MPD's argument that the arbitrator exceeded his authority is that the
arbitrator considered Mayor's Order 2008-92. MPD contends that FOP did not tell MPD that it
would rely on that document until the last minute, on the cross-examination of the last witness.
(Request at p. 4). In MPD's view, Arbitrator Truesdale"shotrld not have considered this Order in
light of Article 19, Part E, Section 5(2) on the CBA' which states:

i i z
..']aYF::r - ,. ... d! r ;/. -rsi;t]iE ,. . j, *ir Gi r

The parties to the grievance or appeal shall not be permitted to
assert in such arbitration proceeding any ground or to rely on any
evidence not previously disclosed to the other party.

(Request at 5).

MPD argues that the arbitrator improperly relied on Order 2008-92 and improperly
refused to reopen the proceedings to consider MPD's additional rebuttal evidence. In MPD's
view, the arbitrator's consideration of this 'lrndisclosed" evidence formed the basis of the
Award, and therefore the Award should be overtumed.

Following Supreme Court precedent, one of the tests that the Board has used when
determining whether an arbitrator has exceeded his jurisdiction and was without authority to
render an award is 'lvhether the Award draws its essence from the collective bargaining
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agreement." D.C. Public Schools v. AFSCME, District Council,34 D.C. Reg. 3610, Shp Op.
No. 156 at p. 5, PERB Case No. 86-A-05 (1987); See also United Steelworkers of America v.
Enterprise Weel & Car Corp.,363 U.S. 593, 597 (1960); United States Postal Serv. v. Am.
Postal Workers (Jnion,553 F.3d 686, 693 (D.C. Cir. 2009). Therefore, even where the Board is
convinced the arbitrator "committed serious error," the arbitrator's decision must be enforced as
long as the arbitrator "is even arguably construing or applying the contract...." See Misco, 484
U.S. at 37-38; See also Dobbs, Inc. v. Local No. 1614, Int'|. Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America,8l3 F.2d 85 (6th Cir. 1987).

The United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circu it, n Michigan Family Resources,
Inc. v. Service Employees International Union Local 517M,475 F.3d746,753 (6th Cir. 2007),
has explained what it means for an award to "draw its essence" from a collective bargaining
agreement by stating the following standard:

tll Did the arbitrator act outside his authority by resolving a
dispute not committed to arbitration?; [2] Did the arbitrator
commit fraud, have a conflict of interest or otherwise act
dishonestly in issuing the award?; and [3] [I]n resolving any legal
or factual disputes in the case, was the arbitrator arguably
eonstnring or applying the eontraet? So long asthea$itmte+d€€s
not offend any of these requirements, the request for judicial

-- :------------j --_------ interventbn should-ire: i5sisted-ev€n{iror*gh-thffibfisffitor:-mgde.
serious, improvident or silly errors in resolving the merits of the
dispute.

*,,,r!iilir, . -,"'415 F.3d 746,753 (6thCk. 2007) (internal quotations omitted).1.,"**,, .e1i:,i'8,;!i

-- ' "*,*${}'$"s11d. FOP, pursuant to their CBA, agreed that Arbitrator Truesdale.sbould detormine
whether MPD violated the CBA when it issued the teletype ordering AHOD. The parties

t 
k MPD and FOP/MPD Labor Committee,4g D.C. Reg. 810, Slip Op. No. 669, PERB Case No. 0l-A-02

(2001), the Board expounded on what is meant by "deriving its essence from the terms and conditions of the
collective bargaining agreement" by adopting the Sixth Circuit decision ln Cement Division, National Gypsum Co.

v. United Steelworkers of America, AFL-Crc, Local 135, which explained the standard by stating the following:

An arbitration award frils to derive its essence from a collective bargaining agreemeirt when the:
(1) award conflicts with the express terms of the agreement; (2) award imposes additional
requirements that are not expressly provided in the agreement; (3) award is without rational
support or cannot be rationallyderived from the terms of the agreement; and (a) award is based on
general considerations of fairness and equity, instead of the precise terms of the agreement.

793 F.2d,759,765 (6tfr Cir. 1986). However, the C,ement Division standard has been altered by Michigan Family

Resources.
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therefore granted Arbitrator Truesdale authority to interpret the terms of the contract.
remaining question is whether the arbitrator was even "arguably construing" the CBA
Board finds that he was.

Arbitrator Truesdale construed D.C. Code $ 1-612.01 to require either a crime emergency
finding or a written determination that MPD would be "seriously handicapped" without AHOD.
The arbitrator found, as a matter of fact, that there was no crime emergency declared and that
neither the Mayor nor the Chief of Police made any written determination that MPD would be
"seriously handicapped" unless AHOD were implemented. Based on his interpretation of the
law and his factual findings, Arbitrator Truesdale found that implementing AHOD violated the
CBA because there was no crime emergency finding or "seriously handicapped" determination
that would have allowed the suspension of the CBA's scheduling provisions. (See Award at p.
26). The arbitrator's conclusion that MPD violated the terms of the CBA therefore drew its
essence from the contract.

The Board finds the arbitrator's consideration of Mayor's Order 2l08-g2(and his refusal
to reopen the proceedings to consider rebuttal evidence) to be inconsequential. The Mayor's
Orders at issue in this case only relate to whether the Chief of Police had the authority to
determine if MPD would be'nseriously handicapped" without AHOD. The arbitrator found that
the.ehilsf made no such determinatior,, regardiess of whet*rer she had the ar*thority'to do so sr
not. (See Award at pgs. 25-26). MPD, therefore, is incorrect when it contends that the outcome

'.-.,-.-..-'-'--'-:_:r€'f{fio'*wefGnva3.ffi.Tzu€sdat€:$€se@tan€cofMayor5€rdff2008;9z_.-.'_.-_-'.....-''

into evidence.

The Board must interpret the award in such a way to conclude that the arbitrator acted
withir* -his a#ority so long as "the record disclosefs] a permissible route'l to,.the" a,6itrator's
conclusions. Nat'l Postal Mail Handlers (Jnion v. American Pastal Workers Union, AFL-CIO,
578 F. Supp. 2d l60rtd"62 (EID.C.'2008) (quoting Sargent v. Paine Webber Jacl{son & Cur6&4:."..;rsers:i
Inc., 882 F.zd 529,532 (D.C. Cir. 1989)). Here, the record discloses a clear route to the
arbitrator's conclusions, and the arbitrator was clearly interpreting the contract in reaching his
determination. MPD simply presents a disagreement concerning the arbitrator's factual
determinations and his interpretation of this term of the contract, neither of which constitutes a
basis to set aside or modifu the Award under the CMPA.

Furthermore, Arbitrator Truesdale was well within his authority when he interpreted
Article 19, Part E, Section 5(2) to permit him to consider Mayor's Order 2008-92. Arbitrator
Truesdale was "the judge of the admissibility and relevancy of evidence submitted in an
arbitration proceeding." Howard Univ. v. Metro- Campus Police Officer's Union,519 F. Supp.
2d27, 36-37 (D.D.C. 2007), aff'd 512 F.3d 716 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (quoting Pompano-Windy City
Partners v. Bear Stearns & Co.,794 F.Supp. 1265, 1277 (S.D.N.Y. 1992). FOP offered an
exhibit to which MPD voiced no objection during the proceedings. Arbitrator Truesdale
interpreted Article 19, Part E, Section 5(2) of the parties' CBA to permit him to consider

The
The
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evidence that had not been objected to before the record was closd. (S99 Award at p. 23). The
arbitrator's determinatioq that a party must object at the time of the proceeding, is consistent
with the general admonition that parties are not allowed to keep some of their objections in their
'trip pockets." Drivers, Chauffeurs & Helpers Local lJnion No. 639 v. District of Columbia,63l
A.2d 1205, l2ll &n.9 (D.C. 1993); See aho Sup.Ct.R.Civ.P. 5l(c). (parties must timely object
to preserve issues). The arbitrator therefore considered the terms of the CBA gave his
interpretation of the contract as bargained for by the parties, and properly exercised his authority
to admit and consider Mayor's Order 20A8-92. Se Metro. Campus Police Afficer's Union,5l9
F. Supp. 2d at 36-37.

The same holds true of Arbitrator Truesdale's decision not to reopen the hearing to
consider MPD's new evidence. "It is well-established that a highly deferential standard applies
to arbitration decisions ... [and] it is equally well-established that courts are even more
deferential regarding procedural decisions. American Postal Workers Union v. United Sntes
Postal Serv.,362 F. Supp. 2d,284,289 (D.D.C. 2005). Indeed, in arbitration proceedings; "[t]he
required deference applies particularly to arbitrators' procedural rulings. . . ." Nat'l Football
League Players Ass'n v. Office and Professional Employees Intern. (Jnion Local 2,947 F.Supp.
540, 545 (D.D.C. 1996). The arbitrator determined that he must make his decision on the facts
as they existed at the time of the hearing. (See Award at 23). MPD's new evidence, Mayor's
Order 2OO9:1T7; was Rot signed un1il two daysaAer the hearing The arttluratot
reject consideration of this evidence, and his decision not to reopen the hearing fell well within

-:--.-'...'.'---...'.:'-'.fiii..authii['_to-1'ffiofifigiio.eed{n$:*.w.:Mvt-t.:.€aft'i&9mliee_.W''-'._'--':-.--_--_---.

Supp.2dat36-37.

The arbitrator found, as a factual matter, that if anyone should have known of this Order
it was the Chief of P6*ide,' @@Award zt23). In addition, the arbitrator found that there waslffiD"**l **ps':'
evidence that FOP had prior knowledge of Order 2008-92 and deliberately withheld it. (See

- 
Award at p.23). The Board may-notuie*rallenge-thd*arbitrator's factual findings and must take
such determinations as true. See Misco, 484 U.S. at 37-38 (parties agree to accept arbitrator's
version of the facts); tJnited States Postal Serv. v. Am. Postal Workers Union,553 F.3d 686, 689
(D.C. Cir. 2009) ("arbitrator's improvident, even silly, fact finding does not provide a basis for a
reviewing court to refuse to enforce the award") (quotation omitted). Here, the arbitrator,
looking at the facts along with terms of the CBA, determined that FOP did not violate Article 19,
Part E, Section 5(2) because FOP did not deliberately withhold the Order, which was a Mayoral
Order issued to the MPD (and not FOP). (Seg Award at p. 23). The arbitrator was therefore
construing the terms of the CBA in this case.

Finatly, FOP introduced Mayor's Order 2008-92 as impeachment evidence. Assistant
Chief Durham testified as to the bases for the authority for MPD to institute AHOD. At that
point, FOP showed him Order 2008-92, to challenge his testimony concerning the bases of
MPD's authority. (See Award at 13). The arbitrator's acceptance of impeachment evidence that
had not been previously disclosed is consistent with standard trial practice that impeachment
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evidence need not be tisted as an exhibit. See Fed.RCiv.P. 26(aX3XA) (parties need not
disclose impeachment evidence in the pretrial disclosures); McPheeters v. Black &Yeatch Corp.,
427 F.3d 1095, 1105 (8th Cir. 2005) (impeachment exhibit admissible even though not on
exhibit list).z

Arbitrator Truesdale had the authority to consider Mayor's Order 2A08-92, and MPD
therefore does not provide any basis to modiff 6r set aside the Award under the CMPA.

B. The Award Does Not Compel the Violation of Any Law and Public Policy.

MPD also contends that the Award contravenes law and public policy. (Request at pgs.
8-12). MPD suggests that the Arbitrator incorrectly applied Mayor's Order 2009-117, Mayor's
Order 2008-92, Mayor's Order 2008-81, and Mayor's Order 2008-83. (Request at pgs. 8-12). A
correct application of these Orders, MPD argues, would lead to the conclusion that MPD had the
authorityto implement AHOD, and that MPD did not violate the CBA. (Award at 8-12).

Pursuant to D.C. Code $ 1-605.02(6), MPD must show that 'the award on its face is
contrary to law and public policy." Parties seeking reversal of an arbitration award based on law
and public policy have a high burden. The Supreme Court has stated that a public policy
allegedly' violated by an ar$ittatisn award 'lra€st be well defiaed and dsminant€sd is to be
ascertained 'by reference to laws and legal precedents, and not from general oonsiderations of

::=::StF1t6sGf-r:pub'lie'iAtercisEd;r1-:WPiGtdeea#dF€.j=v;lqqaa#Waf-Uat:ted

Rubber, Cork, Linoleum and Plastic Workers of America, 461 U.S. 757, 766 (1983) (quoting
Muschany v. United States,324 U.S. 49,66, (1945)). MPD, therefore, must demonstrate that the
public policy violation "suffice[d] to invoke the 'extremely narrow' public policy exception to
enforcement of arbitrator awards." Degxicte{4Qolumbia Metropolitan Police Dept. v. District of
Columbia Public Employee Relations Bd., 90I A.2d 784,789 (D.C. 2006) (citing American

".' 
'Pciiial Workers (Jnion, AFL-AO v. U.S. Postal Sez*t;sq*7S,M&d-1,8"(D.C. Cir. 1986)).

a'MPD directs the Board to Local Rules 16(bX5) for tre United States District Court for the District of
Columbia, which states that exhibits must be listed in advance of trial, and argues that Article 19, Part E, Section
5(2) serves a similar purpose. (Request at p. 6 & n.1). The rules of the District Court for the Distict ofColumbia,
however, do not apply to the arbitator. lnstead of being subject to state or federal rules of civil procedure,
arbitrators "are not constrained by formal rules of procedure . . . ." S..99, e.g., Industial Risk Insurers v. M.A.N.
Gutehoffrwngshutte GmbH, 141 F.3d 1434, 1444-45 (llth Cir. 1998) ('An arbitator enjoys wide latitude in
conducting an arbitation hearing.") [n arbitation proceedings, "the usual rules of evidence do not apply and rights
and procedures common to civil trials, such as discovery, compulsory process, cross-examination, and testimony
under oath, are often severely limited or unavailable." Id. at 57-58. Thus, the local rules of the United States District
Court for the Dishict of Columbia are inapplicable in this case.
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The 'lublic policy exception" is "naffow so as to limit potentially intrusive judicial
review of arbitration awards under the guise of 'public policy."' See American Postal Workers
Union,789 F.2d at 8. Furthermore, the public policy exce,ption:

is not available for every party who manages to find some
generally accepted principle which is transgressed by the award.
Rather, the award must be so misconceived that it 'compels the
violation of law or conduct contraryto accepted public policy.'

Revere Copper and Brass Inc. v. Overseas Private Inv. Corp.,628F.zd 81,83 (D.C.Cir. 1980),
cert. denied, 446 U.S. 983 (1980) (citing (Jnion Employers Division of Prtnting Industry, Inc. v.
Columbia Typographical (Jnion No. 101,353 F.Supp. 1348, 1349 (D.D.C.1973)).

Even if an arbitrator's award runs contrary to some generally recognized policy, it still
does not justif applying the "public policy exceptiorl" unless the award is itself illegal or
requires a party to act illegally. District of Columbia Dept. of Correctioru v. Teamsters (Jnion
Local No. 246,554 A.zd 3I9,323 (D.C. 1989) (refusing to "apply some free-floating notion of'PolicY"').

- The Bsard nar:st also deftr to the arbitratsr?s interpretaticn sf exterrrallaw ineorporatd
into the contract:

When construction of the contract implicitly or directly requires an
application of 'external law,' f.e., statutory or decisional law . . .,
the parties have necessarily bargained for the arbitrator's
interpretation of the law and are bound by.it+since,tbarbitrator is
the 'contract reader,' his interpretation of the law becomes part of
the'contract and thereby part of the private law"ragpx9$li&rthe :i"'] i:']:: !-,
relationship between the parties to the contract.

District of Columbia Public Employee Relations Bd.,901 A.zd at 789 (citation omitted). Thus,
the Board may not set aside the Award solely because the arbitrator may have made some legal
error in reaching his conclusions.

lt is not enough for MPD to raise supposed deficiencies in the arbitrator's legal
reasoning. MPD bargained for Arbitrator Truesdale's interpretation of the CBA. Therefore,
MPD must show that carrying out the Award would compel the violation of law and public
policy. Arbitrator Truesdale ordered that MPD pay officers time and one-half pursuant to the
terms of the Fair Labor Standards Act, and to rescind the teletype ordering AHOD. (999 Award
at p. 27). Carrying out this Award would not require the breach of any law and public pohcy.
Even if the arbitrator arrived at this result through arguably faulty logic or a misapplication of
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law, that is not enough for the Board to modiff or set aside the Award. See D.C. Code $ 1-
605.02(6); District of Columbia Public Employee Relations Bd.,90l A.zd at789.

In the present case, Arbitrator Truesdale concluded that the AHOD, if implemented,
would constitute a change to the scheduling provisions of Article 24 of the CBA. (See Award at
p. 26). The arbitrator examined D.C. Code $ l-612.01 to determine whether MPD had the
authority to make such a change to a term ofthe CBA. The arbitrator concluded that D.C. Code
$ 1-612.01 required a written determination that MPD would be "seriously handicapped" without
AHOD, and that neither the Mayor nor the Chief of Police made any such determination
(Award at p.26). Accordingly, Arbitrator Truesdale found that MPD violated the CBA when it
changed the terms of the contract in the absence of such a written determination. (Award at p.
26). MPD does not challenge this core conclusion of the arbitrator, which forms the basis of his
decision. (See Request at pgs. 8-12). MPD's challenge to the Award on a law and public policy
basis therefore fails.

MPD's law and public policy challenge to the Award is based on the Arbitrator's
secondary conclusion that the Chief of Police did not have authority to make the "seriously
handicapped" determination because such authority had been rescinded by Mayor's Order 2008-
92. (See Request at pgs. 8-12). Even if the Board were to entertain MPD's argument that the
arbitrator misapplied tle-N{ayorls Orders, MPD s-ill does not present a basis to modi$ or set
aside the Award on public policy grounds.

First, the arbitrator determined that at the time MPD implemented AHOD, the Chief of
Police did not have the authority to make the "seriously handicapped" determination (Sg9
Award at p.23). MPD states that this conclusion is incorrect because Mayor's Order 2009-ll7
fig,fto.aqtiy#l.y restored the Chiefs authority to make this determination, {&qucsfaf pgs. 8-10).
In the arbitrator's bargained-for view, Mayor's Order 2009-117 states that the Order is to be
implemented:"asff,16,*6*aa11y was'sigrned on June 5, 2008. (See Award at 23). Mayo4i*-0,qd.e4i;*
2008-92 (rescinding was signed on June 26, 2008). (See Award at p. 23). The arbitrator
expressed doubts that the Mayor's Order 2009-117 would not have survived rescission by 2008-
92, which was implemented after June 5, 2008. (Scg Award at p. 23). MPD disputes this
interpretation and argues that Mayor's Order 2008-81,3 as amended by Mayor's Order 2009-117,
remained in effect. (Request at p. 1l). Even if the arbitrator's interpretationof these Mayor's
Orders is wrong, this is not a basis to set aside or modiff the Award. District of Columbia
Public Employee Relations Board,901 A.2d at789.

Furthermorg whether the Mayor can retroactively change the fact of whether the Chief
had authority to make the "seriously handicapped" determination is in doubt. MPD does not

23).

3Mayor's 
Order 2008-81 was never entered into evidence in the arbihation proceedings. (!99 Award at p.
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dispute that Mayor's Order 2008-92 stripped the Chief of the authority to make this
determination. (See Request at p. l0 (removing the Chief s authority was an error)). Only after
the hearing had concluded did the Mayor seek to retroactively provide the Chief with this
authority. MPD contends that the govemment can act retroactively. (Seg Request at p. l0
(citing United States v. Carlton, 512 U.S. 26 (1994)). While the government may have the
authority to act retroactively in certain instances, this does not end the question of whether the
Mayor could retroactively empower the Chief to make the "seriously handicapped"
determination here.

The arbitrator determined that only the Mayor could make the "seriously handicapped"
determination'under the CBA and CMPA as the CBA stood on the date MPD sent the teletlpe
ordering the AHOD. (Sg9 Award at25). The later Mayor's Order does not alter the fact that the
Chief did not have the authority to make this deteimination at the time.a Courts facd with
questions of retroactive delegation of authority have concluded that such retroactive delegation
does not make an otherwise invalid act valid. (See Timberland Paving & Constr. Co. v. United
States, 8 CL Ct. 653, 660 (C1. Ct. 1985) (retroactive delegation of authority to oontracting
official did not render invalid action valid). The Mayor's retroactive delegation of authority
therefore may not have been valid in this case.

In view of the above, we find that there is no merit to MPD's arguments. Mor@vgf, we
believe that the Arbitrator's conclusions are based on a thorough analysis of the record, and

:-:"aar'1iof-6e'Sdiifto-€e-€l€afly -tffih€o{u*-oF€ontr€ry--t€i...Ia{il*of .publie poliey; Tiner€-for€,. "no
statutory basis exists for setting aside the Award.

ORDER

IT IS IIEREBY ORDEREDffItrAGe,*e,"

The Metropolitan Police Department's Arbitration Review Request is denied.

Pursuant to Board Rule 559.1, this Decision and Order is final upon issuance.

BY ORDER OF THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RELATIONS BOARI)
Washington, D.C.

August 5,2011

o Th" arbitrator further found that the Chief did not actually make the determination that MPD would be seriously
handicapped without AHOD. (See Award at pgs. 25- 26).

( l )

(2)
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